Special Note ~ Please check on availability for either option.

Hiring an additional photographer ~ They are a great option as they will allow for assistance to the main
photographer, shooting of the same moment from multiple angles, the ability to be in two different places at
the same time, and the allowance for some additional creative options. Depending on what your vision is
for photographic coverage we are able to offer two different levels of service.
Option 1
The “assistant photographer” will shoot and assist Justin with the duties of the day (usually photographing
50% and assisting 50%). Typically the assistant photographer will work for the first three hours that include
the preparation, ceremony, and formals. Here are a few questions that are geared to help you decide
whether hiring an additional photographer would be recommended.

Preparation ~ These two questions assume you would like pictures of you and your fiancé getting ready.
 Do you have flexibility in what time you each start getting ready?
 Are you getting ready at the same location or fairly local to one another?

Ceremony

 Is the ceremony longer than twenty minutes?

Portraits
 Are you able to allocate a few extra minutes to the portraits?
If you answered “no” to any of these questions then we would probably recommend a second
photographer. Of course every wedding is unique, so in your pre-wedding consultation we take a closer
look at your day’s schedule and ask more questions like these to determine if a second photographer is a
necessary expense. To see how to calculate the additional expense, view the Assistant Photographer PDF.
Option 2
The “partner studio” option is adding a fellow wedding photographer from our partner studio to your
wedding day coverage. This allows is the ultimate in coverage because it allows for two separate
photographers to come up with a dual coverage plan for your entire wedding. It also is only offered within
our wedding Collection Four Package and includes additional lighting scenarios, extended hours of
coverage, and an Instant Gratification slide-show, which showcases images of your wedding during your
reception.
In both options we work with you to decide how to best allocate two photographers during the wedding to
assure the best wedding coverage available. If you are interested in Option 2 and would like to view some
of our partner studio’s gorgeous portfolio, please let us know and we will direct you to it.
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